HAVE A SEAT
PERFORMANCE FABRICS. LEATHERS. FINISH OPTIONS. NAIL TRIMS. QUICK SHIPPING. PROMOTIONAL PRICING.

FOUR CHAIR SILHOUETTES

GWYNN
V365-CH Chair

KATIE
V366-CH Chair

GINGER
V367-CH Chair

LIZ
V368-CH Chair

SIX DIFFERENT CHAIR OPTIONS
MATCHING OTTOMANS ALSO AVAILABLE

Tilt Back
L368-CHT Shown

Base to Floor Chair (B-CH)
L367B-CH Shown

Base to Floor Swivel Glider (B-SG)
V365B-SG Shown

Base to Floor Swivel Chair (B-SW)
L365B-SW Shown

Base to Floor Tilt Back (B-CHT)
V366BCHT Shown

Base to Floor Swivel Tilt Back (B-SWT)
L368BSWT Shown

THREE TILT BACK MECHANISMS

Manual Tilt Back
Recline Depth: 50.5"
Tilt Back (CHT)
Base to Floor Tilt Back (BCHT)
Base to Floor Swivel Tilt Back (BSWT)
L368-CHT and L3685-OT Shown

Electric Tilt Back
Recline Depth: 50.5"
Tilt Back (CHTE)
Base to Floor Tilt Back (BCTE)
Base to Floor Swivel Tilt Back (BSTE)

Battery Tilt Back
Rechargeable battery (120 repetitions per charge) Recline Depth: 50.5"
Tilt Back (CHTB)
Base to Floor Tilt Back (BCTB)
Base to Floor Swivel Tilt Back (BSTB)

FABRIC AND LEATHER OPTIONS
Choose any of the listed PDQ Crypton® Performance Fabric patterns or Spectrum Leathers in any color.
Tier 1 and Tier 2 indicate pricing differences. See back side for fabric thumbnails.

Crypton® Tier 1: Compton, Ian, Kazoo, Killian, Kylie, Torbay

Crypton® Tier 2: Gabe, Icon, Ikand, Iker, Jake, January, Jeezy, Jinx, Jude, Kerith, Kimmy, Kula, Kyla, Nadia, Nate, Navigator, Neatherly, Newcomer, Nomad, Tabbby, Tarbee, Teeters, Tidbit, Tillton, Tommy, Toto, Triumph, Trin, Trooper, Tuck, Tweet

WOOD FINISH AND NAIL TRIM OPTIONS
Choose any standard Vanguard wood stain or paint finish. Add an optional nail trim (additional charge). Refer to specific style for nail placement.

READY TO SHIP QUICKLY!
PDQ styles typically ship within 30 business days from the factory.

WWW.VANGUARDFURNITURE.COM
Choose any of the listed PDQ Crypton® Performance Fabric patterns or Spectrum Leathers in any color. Tier 1 and Tier 2 indicate pricing differences:

**Crypton® Tier 1 (Grade 16-18):**
- Compton, Ian, Jan, January, Jake, January, Jeezy, Jinx, Jude, Kerith, Kimmy, Kula, Kyle, Nadia, Nate, Navigator, Neatherly, Newcomer, Nomad, Tabby, Tarbee, Teeters, Tidbit, Tilton, Tommy, Toto, Triumph, Trix, Trooper, Tuck, Tweet, Gabe, Icon, Ikard, Iker, Jake, January, Jeezy, Jinx, Jude, Kerith, Kimmy, Kula, Kyle, Nadia, Nate, Navigator, Neatherly, Newcomer, Nomad, Tabby, Tarbee, Teeters, Tidbit, Tilton, Tommy, Toto, Triumph, Trix, Trooper, Tuck, Tweet

**Crypton® Tier 2 (Grade 20-28):**
- Gabe, Icon, Ikard, Iker, Jake, January, Jeezy, Jinx, Jude, Kerith, Kimmy, Kula, Kyle, Nadia, Nate, Navigator, Neatherly, Newcomer, Nomad, Tabby, Tarbee, Teeters, Tidbit, Tilton, Tommy, Toto, Triumph, Trix, Trooper, Tuck, Tweet, Gabe, Icon, Ikard, Iker, Jake, January, Jeezy, Jinx, Jude, Kerith, Kimmy, Kula, Kyle, Nadia, Nate, Navigator, Neatherly, Newcomer, Nomad, Tabby, Tarbee, Teeters, Tidbit, Tilton, Tommy, Toto, Triumph, Trix, Trooper, Tuck, Tweet

**Performance Fabric patterns or Spectrum Leathers in any color.**